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AbstractAbstract

Disasters provoke strong emotional
reactions in the those affected and
those seeking to help. Whilst this can
be energising it can also result in poor
judgement and misguided actions.
This session will examine the relevance
of social work ethics to disaster
situations. It will consider the impact of
urgency, geography and culture and
the significance of human rights in
disaster situations, taking particular note
of the practical and ethical guidance
which was developed after the Asian
tsunami.

http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


ExperienceExperience

Personal experience after the London
bus bomb – July 2007

KNASW – post-violence work in Nairobi
slums and in post-election violence –
visits to refugee camps

IFSW/COSW FAST project (Ngoh-Tiong
Tan) – member of Board approving and
monitoring the project

Discussions with Professor Michael
Cronin – New York Red Cross, IFSW
representative to the United Nations in
New York



Emotional reactionsEmotional reactions

Grief for loss
Anger – lack of safety, lack of help, lack

of security
Depression
Rooted to the spot
Flight
Rescue at all costs
Reconstruction immediately
Lack of fairness – jealousy – resentment
Shame – survivor guilt
Power – superiority – dominance
Exploitation



Helper reactions Helper reactions 

Immediate reactions in response to urgent
crises:

Rescue – ‘remove to safety’ – especially
children

Imposition of solutions – ‘I know best’

Inertia – ‘I should know what to do’

Discrimination – ‘I know who deserves
my help’

Exploitation – ‘I can gain economically
from this disaster’ – ‘I can indulge my
interests with these people’



Questions and dilemmasQuestions and dilemmas

What is a disaster?

Who should get help?

Should helpers be privileged?

Do you show respect for pre-existing
power relationships?

Should you control behaviours seen as
inappropriate/unethical?

Do you expose ‘risky’ knowledge?

How respond to believe and faith?

How respond to grief and mourning?

Harmony or change?



UN agency commentUN agency comment

We know we have not been as effective
as we could have been – we have not
engaged sufficiently with local
communities – we know we need to get
better at identifying local ‘agents’ and
local leaders – local social workers are
well placed to make a major contribution
to improved disaster response.

Barbados, 2007

In effect, engaging rather than ‘helping’ 
local people is likely to be more effective

http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


Social work ethical principlesSocial work ethical principles

Endorsed 2000/1 by

 International Association of
Schools of Social Work

 International Federation of Social
Workers

Currently under review

http://www.ifsw.org/cm_data/Ethics_in_Social_Work_Statement_of_Principl
es_-_to_be_publ_205.pdf
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Social work ethical principlesSocial work ethical principles

Human Rights and

Human Dignity

1. Respecting the right to self-
determination

2. Promoting the right to participation

3. Treating each person as a whole

4. Identifying and developing strengths

http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


Social work ethical principlesSocial work ethical principles

Social justice

1. Challenging negative discrimination

2. Recognising diversity

3. Distributing resources equitably

4. Working in solidarity

http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


International conventionsInternational conventions

Conventions particularly relevant to social work
practice and action include:

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights

 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

 International Covenant on Economic Social and
Cultural Rights

 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial
Discrimination

 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women

 Convention on the Rights of the Child

 Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

 CRC Optional Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child
Prostitution and Child Pornography



IASC Mental Health  GuidelinesIASC Mental Health  Guidelines

Human rights and equity
Participation
Do no harm
Building on available resources and

capacities
Integrated support systems
Multi-layered supports

Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)
2007

http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


Red Cross code of conduct 1Red Cross code of conduct 1

1 The Humanitarian imperative comes first

2 Aid is given ….. without adverse distinction 
of any kind

3 Aid will not be used to further a particular 
political or religious standpoint

4 We shall endeavour not to act as 
instruments of government foreign policy

5 We shall respect culture and custom

6 We shall attempt to build disaster response 
on local capacities

7 Ways shall be found to involve programme 
beneficiaries in the management of relief 
aid                                                 /……



8 Relief aid must strive to reduce future 
vulnerabilities to disaster as well as 
meeting basic needs

9 We hold ourselves accountable to both 
those we seek to assist and those from 
whom we accept resources

10: In our information, publicity and 
advertising activities, we shall recognise 
disaster victims as dignified humans, not 
hopeless objects

http://www.ifrc.org/publicat/conduct/code.asp

Red Cross code of conduct 2Red Cross code of conduct 2

http://www.ifrc.org/publicat/conduct/code.asp


Santa Clara UniversitySanta Clara University
 Utilitarian Approach - Which option will 

produce the most good and do the least harm? 

 Rights Approach - Which option protects the 
rights and dignity of all stakeholders?

 Fairness or Justice Approach - Which option 
treats all people consistently unless there is a 
morally justifiable reason for treating them 
differently?

 Common-good Approach - Which option 
promotes the common good and helps all 
participate more fully in the goods we share as a 
society?

 Virtues Approach - Which option would enable 
the deepening or development of those virtues or 
character traits that we value as individuals? as a 
society?

http://www.scu.edu/ethics/publications/briefings/philanthropy.html

http://www.scu.edu/ethics/publications/briefings/philanthropy.html
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php
http://www.iassw-aiets.org/index.php


Roles of social workersRoles of social workers

Role of social workers acting with and for displaced
populations

 investigators into the political and socio-cultural
causes of displacement

 participants in design/formulation of preventive,
remedial/developmental policies & programmes

 social managers - administration

 analysts of social processes

 evaluators of projects

 specialists in human and family problems

 social educators - rights & mobilisation

mediators in conflicts

 agents for strategic alliances
IFSW Statement on Displaced Persons http://www.ifsw.org/p38000221.html

http://www.ifsw.org/p38000221.html
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Are there disaster ethics?Are there disaster ethics?

 ‘Do the greatest good for the greatest
number’?

More emphasis on security and safety,
less on liberty and privacy (and choice)?

Practice paradigm shift from clinical
practice to rescue?

BUT

Other values ‘do not fall off the map’

Those who assume they do are likely to
commit illicit acts against the public

Griffin Trotter, Dept Health Care Ethics, St Louis University



Social work ethics in disasters?Social work ethics in disasters?

The social work ethical principles

Stand the test of comparison

Give practical underpinning to UN
Conventions

Appear to have practical relevance

Give pointers to appropriate action

Promote fairness and trust

Guard against abuse and
exploitation


